Introduction
Many research works in gaze-controlled interfaces have focused on target selection with eye gaze. For example, eye typing is built based on gaze patterns and language models. However only parts of these methods in target selection can be transferred to other domains. Unlike target selection in eye typing, eyedrawing target-selection is very small and the target could be less than 100 pixels target surface size.
Overall, two kinds of eye drawing technique have already been proposed; a technique that applies free eye-paint [Tchalenko 2004; Gips and Olivieri 1996] and one that applies subtaskswitching between drawing and looking [Hornof et al. 2004 ]. The former is successful at inspiring creativity and selfexpression but cannot draw recognizable objects; and the latter is able to draw recognizable objects but cannot draw new objects in specific location on the screen.
In our research, we intend to differentiate between thinking/searching and drawing behaviours. We focus on the analysis of eye movement patterns and behaviour patterns by identifying potential useful eye drawing interaction techniques in determining user intended target point in a precise location while drawing.
Therefore, our research proposes the gaze estimation model ( Figure 1 ). This model interprets users' interest when they want to draw new objects in a particular position. Our approach identifies significant points in an area of interest based on the distance between previous and current gaze points. Gaze points which are closer together suggest the interests of user. (These thresholds as mathematically defined based on eye movement analysis along with some exploratory target-selection data analysis.) These significant distance between points would be treated as falling in a specific area of interest. From this area of specific interest (and if users continue dwelling above the gaze duration of 500 ms), the centroid for the area of interest is computed. This centroid is the estimated target point of the user.
Movement Patterns Behaviour Patterns
(C) Behaviour Patterns: Eye Behaviour Pattern is based on Eye Movement Patterns and represents the inferences that the system makes about user intent. Our system monitors the patterns of eye movement that fit into one of two mutually exclusive categories of behaviour that we have defined: Thinking/Searching and Drawing. 1. Thinking/Searching is defined by the presence of more than one gaze point that covers a lot of area. When thinking or searching, the user keeps on moving their eyes around the screen. This means distance between previous and current gaze points are big and gaze points are distributed greatly over the interface. 2. Drawing is defined by the presence of more than one gaze point that zeroes in on the specific location. This means the user has interest on the particular area (area of interest as described above) and will stay in around the area to perform drawing such as draw fixation point and draw lines.
Current status
The Gaze Estimation Model has been developed and is currently being tested in the eye drawing domain.
Conclusion
The findings from this study have significant implications in eye drawing context. The proposed gaze estimation model can be an important tool to interpret eye movement patterns and mapping it to the user intentions in the drawing context.
